INFORMATIONAL MEMORANDUM: R&D-00-034

TO: All Reinsured Companies
All Risk Management Agency Field Offices

FROM: Kenneth D. Ackerman /s/ Kenneth D. Ackerman 6/30/00
Administrator


RMA received comments from R&D-00-031, Draft 2001 Manual-13, Data Acceptance System (DAS) Handbook. As a result, the following reporting requirements were modified or dropped for 2001 from the Draft Manual. The following items were dropped or revised: (1) the New Producer Flag field on the Type 14 Record; (2) the reporting of Type 57 Record for the Agent Directory; (3) the additional production fields on the Type 21 Record; and (4) the edit for carryover contract for fund designation was modified to be consistent with the 2000 crop year and includes both crop and insurance plan code. A new field, Rate Yield, has been added to the Type 11 and 15 Records and the yield indicator, yield type, and yield limitation flag fields were increased from one to two position fields to clarify t-yield modifications required by legislation. (This addresses concerns about the need for duplicate APH databases.)

For questions regarding content of the handbook, please contact Seavey Anthony, Chief, Program Automation Branch, at (816) 926-3865. Questions on downloading files should be directed to Trish Blegen at (816) 926-3883.

DISPOSAL DATE:

This Informational Memorandum is for the purpose of transmitting information and the expiration date is December 31, 2000.